
AUDACITY! 

YOUTH NATION DESTINY 

It isn’t a wild tale. It is a fact. 

Three entire countries would like to 
up stakes and move to Australia. 

So far, the short list is Tuvalu, Kiri-
bati and Maldives. The first two are 

small Pacific island nations, the lat-
ter an Indian Ocean Moslem state. 

The number of people involved : 
425,000. These three countries are 

threatened by rising sea levels and 

other natural calamities.  

It’s not just the people who want to 

come. The sovereignties want to 

transfer too! This is doubly omi-
nous. This means that they want to 

set up shop as sovereign entities 

on our soil – with their seats in the 
UN intact. If they ‘buy’ land and do 

that – they are independent states. 
It is then, not just a question of 

new immigrants, but the partition 
of our country. 

But all this is just beginning. There 

are conflicts over population and 

resources and the documented po-
tential for natural calamities in Asia 

sending waves of people in search 
of sustenance, things which over-

shadow the first threat of 
‘environmental refugees’. But these 

three issues, in this period of gen-

eralised crisis, can run together. It 
is a case of ‘apocalypse soon’’! 

Australian Defence Agencies 

Recognise A Danger 

It is not that Australian defence ex-
perts and politicians don’t know all 

this – and more. They do. 

One report, “Climate Change: The 

Environment Resources And Con-
flict” (2008), warned of conflict in 

the Asia-Pacific (and elsewhere) 
over resources in an era of popula-

tion pressure and climate instabili-
ties. Low lying areas could be flood-

ed, precipitating refugees and other 
national tensions. Reasonably, these 

things impact upon the bastard 

called “the global economy” – and 
thus our economy -  and may chal-

lenge Australian security.  

Another report to Kevin Rudd by Ge-
oscience Australia (2008), warned of 

natural disasters – earthquakes, tsu-

namis -  in the Asia-Pacific region 
which had great capacities to kill 

millions. Such disasters may also 
have dire economic and security im-

pacts. A system of “early warning” 
was to be built. 

And then there is the state’s resi-

dent guru, Professor Ross Garnaut, 

who also said that there is an 
“expectation” by the international 

community and Pacific countries that 
Australia and New Zealand should 

provide assistance with the displace-
ment by sea levels of Pacific Island 

communities. "There needs to be 

substantial resources allocated to 
assist with resettlement within the 

Pacific, but central to any solution 
will also be increased migration to 

Australia and New Zealand. 

Nice of him. And what if we suggest-
ed assistance to the Solomons, or 

New Guinea for Pacific migrants? 
Why Australia? It is because Austral-

ia’s political elite can no longer say 
‘no’, because it is neither in control 

of events or of our national sover-

eignty either. 

It is the sheer scale of the general 

crisis unfolding which menaces the 

nation. 

Environmental Or ‘Climate’ Refu-

gees Are Massing: A Camp Of 
The Saints Scenario. 

In 1972, Jean Raspail authored The  

Camp Of The Saints. This work pre-
dicted that the exploding popula-

tions of the Third World would pro-
duce mil l ions of economic 

“refugees”. They would simply 
move to rich (“white”) nations by 

any means available. Raspail pre-

dicted armadas of ships. The pro-
cess in miniature has operated 

against Australia for over thirty 
years. Now it may ‘explode’! So-

called refugees from South Asia 
and South-East Asia are regular 

arrivals. As populations continue to 
rise, we can expect it. And there 

are other more immediate pres-

sures.      Con’t p. 2 
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Drugs, Despair, Deliverance: Oper-
ation Osterley,  by seasoned patri-

ot, Perry Jewell, is a must-read for 
all parents with a drug dependent 

child, or for all young people chal-
lenged by drugs. It makes a strong 

call for war on the drug criminals, 

for parental rights over young ad-
dicts  and for a new strategy to 

cure the scourge. Price: $20 from 
P.O. Box 7799 Mail Centre Too-

woomba 4351 
 

 Australia First promotes this book. 

Cont’d from p. 1 
 

Norman Myers of Oxford University 

has estimated climate change will 
increase the number of environ-

mental refugees six-fold over the 
next fifty years - to 150 million. The 

UN University's Institute for Envi-
ronment and Human Security pre-

dicts that by 2010, there will be 50 

million “environmentally displaced 
people”, most of whom will be 

women and children. Australian cli-
mate scientist Dr. Graeme Pear-

man, has predicted that a 2°C rise 
in temperature would place 100 

million people “directly at risk from 
coastal flooding” by 2100. The In-

tergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change (IPCC), has also suggested 
150 million environmental refugees 

would exist by 2050. Because the 
actual phenomena of climate 

change affecting human movement 
has not yet been empirically, sys-

tematically addressed, the Europe-
an Commission funded a research 

project "Environmental Change and 

Forced Migration Scenarios (EACH-
FOR)" to investigate, measure, and 

create scenarios for future environ-
mental change. The project under-

took 24 case studies worldwide with 
menacing conclusions. 

Population shift within the Third 

World threatens war, but to the 

‘First World’ it implies our genocide! 

The Demands Of The Three 
States Set The Precedent 

Recently elected president of the 

Maldives, Mohamed Nasheed, made 

international headlines on Novem-
ber 10 2008 for his plan to invest 

revenue from tourism into a sover-

eignty fund to buy a new home for 
the nation's 300,000 inhabitants.  

The Maldives is clearly at risk of be-
ing washed away by rising sea lev-

els. Nasheed argued in the Guardi-
an: "We do not want to leave the 

Maldives, but we also do not want 

to be climate refugees living in 
tents for decades." And it is true 

enough; the Indian Ocean nation, 
made up of 1200 islands, is the 

lowest country in the world. Its 
highest point reaches only 2.4 me-

tres above sea level. 

"We can do nothing to stop climate 

change on our own and so we have 
to buy land elsewhere," President 

Nasheed said. "It's an insurance 
policy for the worst possible out-

come. After all, the Israelis [began 
by buying] land in Palestine." 

He said Sri Lanka and India were 

targets because they had similar 

cultures, cuisines and climates. 
Australia was being considered be-

cause of the amount of unoccupied 
land available. How nice of him too. 

Meantime, over 100 representatives 

of non-government organisations 

from across the Asia-Pacific - in-
cluding the main Pacific peak bodies 

and NGOs - have made an urgent 
call for Australian PM Kevin Rudd 

and NZ PM Helen Clark to “do 

more” to help the Pacific with 
“climate change” issues, and in par-

ticular with increased immigration 
and large-scale resettlement. 

 
The groups, including, church, envi-

ronment, aid, union and community 
organisations, had released an 

Open Letter for the 2008 Pacific Is-

lands Leadership Forum in Niue. 

 
The letter sets out a six point action 

plan including assistance for reset-
tlement within the Pacific and an 

increase in permanent migration 
from the Pacific region to Australia 

and New Zealand. Australia an-

nounced a guest worker program 
with the Pacific at the Forum. Thou-

sands are already displacing Aus-
tralian workers in agricultural towns 

and on building sites everywhere. 
 

B rad  Crouch  repor ted  on 
news.com.au on October 4, that the 

Tuvaluan prime minister, Apisai Ie-

lemia, visited Canberra in August to 
"secretly" float a plan for the mass 

migration of the country's citizens. 
 

Tuvalu is a micro state, made up of 
eight low-lying atolls and coral is-

lands with an estimated population 
of just under 12,000. It is the sec-

ond-lowest nation in the world after 

the Maldives. 

Kiribati, an island nation of 33 atolls 

and 100,000 people, is also strug-

gling to deal with the multifaceted 
effects of climate instability. 

 

Villages have already had to relo-
cate to higher ground, islands are 

shrinking, coconut palms are dying 
and saltbushes are taking over, re-

placing life-giving vegetation. 

The culturally diverse 7 million Pa-

cific Islanders live in 22 nations.  
Most of the nations are low-lying 

atolls, with limited land space, 
small populations and little financial 

resources. More than 50% of Pacific 
Islander people live within 1.5 kilo-

metres of the shore. They are all 

under threat of natural disaster and 
rising sea levels. 

If these three petty states get away 

with their demands, a precedent is 

set for the full invasion of Asia’s 
masses. 

The Phillip Baxter Prophecy 

Sir Phillip Baxter, former Vice Chan-

cellor of the University of New 

South Wales and the father of Aus-
tralia’s nuclear industry, understood 

by the late 1960’s what was com-
ing. Baxter’s worries rested upon 

the pure rationale of overpopula-
tion. He was worried too, by the 

inter-relationship of population 

pressures with nuclear war in the 
northern hemisphere, something 

now overwhelmed perhaps - by en-
vironmental matters, natural disas-

ter and conventional conflict. Like 
Raspail he saw cataclysm for Aus-

tralia. 

Baxter was spurned by his estab-

lishment peers. Baxter said that it 
was lands like Australia and New 

Zealand that would beckon to the 
masses of people needing safety 

and resources. Baxter saw it all as 
inevitable, because the population 

explosion could not be curbed in 

time. Australia was their Life Boat. 
That was the hard message Baxter 

told patriotic groups in the early 
1970’s and also in 1977 — to the 

founders of this paper! 

The brutality of the idea of Life Boat 

Australia is clear enough. It won’t 
matter their colour, or their needs. 

We have. They want. We die. 

We do not intend to ‘share’. We do 
not intend to die. Rather, we aim to 

Interview With ‘Bunny’ Brown 

We publish this interview with Mr. 

‘Bunny’ Brown, president of the 
Australian Long Distance Owners 

and Drivers Association (ALDODA).  

What crisis do you see in the 
current transport industry?    

Irresponsible log book laws and the 

petty restrictions imposed on truck 

drivers! 

These new laws are put there for 

revenue, not safety for truck driv-
ers and other road users. I know 

from my own experience of 40 
years in the industry. When you are 

pushed by revenue laws, and major 
freight forwarders, not excluding 

Coles and Woolworths either and 
ridiculous time slots, there will be 

more fatalities, not less. 

Every one of us is different. We 

need to control out own fatigue, 
when we eat and when we sleep, 

and do other chores that we have 
to do.  We are not robots, but then, 

I’m not saying we don't need some 

sort of control in the industry. We 
don't need any more than ourselves 

and good sensible rules behind the 
wheel. Right now, there are petty 

dictators controlling so many and 
that is the major problem. 

The only way I can see to fix the 

industry is to withdraw our services 

one way or the other. 

Believe me, I know how to do it if I 
had the backing. Many truckies 

know too. They need leadership. 

We are asking for a sustainable 

base rates, the right pay for the 
drivers and the right pay for the 

owner-drivers.  

You have been a long-standing 
activist for truckies rights and 

well-being. How do you see the 
progress of this movement? 

 
Due to the usual arrogance and 

sabotage we are in the process of 

restructuring our committee and 
restoring our capacity to organise.  

 
If  ALDODA got support and no in-

terference from the TWU and all the 
other  associations too , we could 

move quicker.  
 

There are the groups ‘Nat Roads’ 

and the ‘ATA’ who undermine us 
every time we have a stoppage or 

try to do anything for the industry.  
These associations are only there 

for the top end of town. We get no 
support from them, those who are 

supposed to be there for the good 
of the transport industry.  When we 

do make any progress they jump in 

and take all the credit. 
  

ALDODA: how did it come into 
being? What future do you see 

for it in the current climate?  
 

We moved after the failure of our 
stoppage at Albury/Wodonga in 

2000 caused by interference from 

the TWU—John Allen and his secre-
tary. They were there on the scene 

most of the time, starving us out 
and undermining us all the way. 

  
I, Peter and Christine Curruthers, 

Gerry Brown and a few others, ar-
ranged a meeting at Coolac on the 

Hume Highway. That meeting place 

was closed by the police. After a 
day or two, some cafe owners 

agreed to let us have our meeting 
there on the Saturday afternoon. 

Only a dozen or so turned up, as 
most had been warned to stay 

away by the police. 
 

The result of that meeting was to 
form an Association committee and 

call it The  Australian   Long Dis-

tance Owner and Drivers Associa-
tion. The following night four of us 

blocked the Gundagai Bridge on the 
Hume Highway.  The Police  turned 

back and threatened any support 
we got. We were railroaded by the 

Police, the Multinationals and the 
TWU. 

 

The problem now is to get more 
truckies organized into an associa-

tion that won’t sell them out. 
 

What ways do you recommend 
to truckies to fight back? 

  
Truckies should fight back by refus-

ing to work for Multinationals and 

others who cut the rates. No matter 
which way you are carting North, 

South, East , or West, there should 
be unity. We need a sustainable 

base rate per km and drivers paid 
by the hour.  

Con’t  p. 4 



From the time we entered national-

ist politics – or what may have 
passed for that long ago – we were 

told by our learned elders that sys-
tem change (ie. regime change!) 

would only ever occur in a time of 
universal economic breakdown. 

This time has almost arrived. How-

ever, as we learned the ropes of 

nationalist politics, we became 
aware of two other things. 

We realised that there was a plane-

tary crisis factor, a matter of food, 

population and resources. This the-
sis told us that a critical point may 

be reached, where the world would 
generate millions upon millions of 

‘refugees’ from the overcrowded 
Third World seeking relief from pure 

poverty and natural danger. As 
President Boumedienne of Algeria 

warned forty years ago, no quantity 

of atomic bombs might suffice to 
stem the human tide seeking a bet-

ter life. Exit Australia. 

We then accepted the ‘Lenin thesis’, 
a borrowing from the Left. Lenin 

said that only when the upper clas-

ses can’t govern and the lower clas-
ses get restive, is change possible—

and this situation can be bestpro-
duced primarily by war. The West-

ernised globalising world has so 
many war-crises in the fire that on-

ly one could trigger its demise. 

Clearly, henceforward the globo-

system has to be lucky all the time. 
We only have to be lucky – once! 

A window of opportunity for regime 

change in Australia has opened. 

KRudd gives a truthful warning 

about his system’s survival. 

The Prime Minister, Kevin Rudd, 

recently wrote a revealing article in 
the Monthly magazine. It was his 

manifesto for action and a warning 
about the consequences of social 

upheaval in  recession Australia. 

He wrote that social democratic 

governments had to rise to the 
challenge of building a “ practical 

policy response” to the current cri-
sis that included a new regulatory 

regime for financial markets, or 
they would risk the rise of 

“extremist philosophies” such as 
those that arose during the Depres-

sion. “If we fail, there is a grave 

danger that new political voices to 
the extreme left and the nationalist 

Right will begin to achieve a legiti-
macy hitherto denied them. History 

is replete with the most disturbing 
of precedents”. 

Oh yes, how true! 

However, the Trotskyites are the 

Left these days. There will never be 

a radical protest from these moron-
ic sheep in wolves’ clothing. After 

all, they accept the fundamental 

liberal goals of economic globalisa-
tion, mass immigration and multi-

culturalism. They may huff and 
puff, but they won’t blow this es-

tablishment down. As for the old 
Reds and the Stalinist geriatrics, 

they are dying off in droves, or are 
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overcome them. 

Peter Beinart of the shadow gov-

ernment agency, the Council of 
Foreign Relations, wrote in Time 

magazine (2 Feb): 

“This has been done before. Ameri-

ca won World War Two and the 
Cold War not by taking on all the 

enemies of freedom at once but by 
shrewdly isolating its greatest ene-

mies even though that meant cut-
ting deals with some pretty nasty 

guys. The US beat Hitler by allying 

with Stalin, and it beat Moscow in 
part by allying with Beijing. Al 

Qaeda can be beaten with the help 
of Iran, elements of the Taliban, 

perhaps Syria and may be one day, 
Hezbollah and Hamas. The US must 

isolate violent jihadists who want to 
attack America rather than isolating 

itself by defining the war on terror-

ism as America against the field.” 

But world politics is more complex 

than US foreign policy. Some three 

hundred million people in Asia 
alone are so close to the poverty -

line that the economic downturn 

could push them back below it.  
Indeed, while India reduced its 

poverty rate during the recent 
boom years, the absolute number 

of desperately poor Indians in-
creased from 436 million in 1990 to 

456 million in 2008 or 42% of the 
population. China now has thirty 

million unemployed. Businesses are 

shutting all over Asia and the Asian 
Tigers – are really just paper ti-

gers. We smell war and revolution. 

So many flashpoints, so little time. 
North Korea has its opportunity to 

smash South Korea to bits – and 

crash a major economic player. Red 
China looks enviously at the ‘other 

China’ on Taiwan and may take its 
chance. The Evil Empire fights in 

Afghanistan to ensure, not the de-
feat of the nothing Al Qaeda of bin 

Ladin (and control of opium so the 
CIA can sell it), but to make sure 

Pakistan does not fall apart and in 

its unstable state fight a war with 
India. Such a war would make a 

Depression after a crash of the – 
world economy—and nuclear fall-

out. And don’t forget the Middle 
East where Israeli imperialism still 

enjoys US support and militant Is-
lam necessarily arises against it. 

Yet, we should not forget the happy 

moments of internal revolutions. 

Those pesky Maoist communists 
are rising in India, Ceylon, Thai-

land, the Phillipines and Peru (oops 
and maybe again in China) those 

who seek violent revolution against 

the regimes of our trading part-
ners. Do we wish them luck? Why 

not? They don’t want to invade us, 
nor we them. In the case of the In-

dian Maoists, they might  set adrift 
a refugee armada of millions of 

cockroach Indian yuppie parasites 
and cause the Australian people  

either to rise – or sink. We would 

return them back to labour camps 
in defiance of the UN – or maybe 

just sink them in mid ocean. What-
ever happens, the recession would  

become Depression as India folds 

  

in nursing homes. Game over.  

That just leaves “the nationalist 

Right” – to use KRudd’s term for us. 
In fact, we are neither Left nor Right, 

but because we embrace the Australi-
an nationalist labour tradition, we are 

little bit of both and can even accept 

its  “socialism without doctrines”.  

Where the Trotskyite Left fails is that 

it has no regard for Australia. The im-

migration disaster shows it. 

Under KRudd, immigration will contin-

ue – with Left support. Some 200,000 
this year. And the cheap labour cool-

ies too who will pick our fruit and 
work on our building sites. The immi-

gration-driven plans unveiled in Syd-
ney recently include vast apartment 

blocks built over new railway stations, 

part of the extra 2.000,000 inhabit-
ants planned for the next 25 years. 

But alas for this lunacy, immigration 

too will reach the point of no return, 
where social and cultural tensions 

just explode. Do we fear that? We 

welcome it! The competition for jobs, 
housing and resources will crystalize 

in every Australian metropolis along 
ethnic lines and the multiculturalists 

will crack like the nuts they are! 

Is the Regime In Economic Trou-

ble? 

Oh, indeed. Paul Keating told us re-

cently that 200 of the world’s top fi-

nancial institutions have lost three 
quarters of their assets. He should 

know: he deregulated Aussie bank-

ing! 

China has bought up Rio Tinto and 

other assets will be fire-sold. 

Australian shares have lost half their 

value. Property values have sunk re-

vealing masses of debt. Pension ap-
plications have exploded as Aussies 

have lost their ‘super’. 

Unemployment will jump by 300,000 

in 2009. Massive public deficit financ-
ing is now the order of government. 

We are to be bought off with free 

gifts, while the system desperately 
tries to stay afloat. We smell the sys-

tem’s blood.   

A Time For War.  

The American empire is at war still in 

Iraq and escalating it in Afghanistan – 

so colonised Australia is also at war. 
Now America is in liberal mode under 

a Third World president. 

A new liberal rainbow bloc of the gay 
lobby, racial minorities, and 1960’s 

white liberals, has moved to centre 

stage -with the Zionists changing 
over from the Bush line of Christian 

Zionism to the new liberalism.   

The New World Order policeman is 
seeking to impose liberalism every-

where and to defuse its challenges by 

building new dangerous alliances. 
They will fail – in blood. Like when 

they used Pol Pot against the USSR 
and Vietnam, the regime has con-

jured up creatures from hell and is 
desperate to use other creatures to 

KRudd warns of the danger of the “nationalist Right”: 

For The Globalising Australian State, The Hour Of   

Reckoning Has Struck! 
Dr. Jim Saleam and Alec Saunders         

 - and regime change in Australia 

may follow. 

An Australian radicalism ….. 

Yes, we are radicals. Even more, we 

preach open sedition. Like Henry 
Lawson, we say that blood might 

stain the wattle and that freedom 
must be conquered here against the 

foreign minded who serve the for-
eign master. We intend to proclaim it 

loud and clear from suburb to sub-
urb, from city to country. 

Arthur Calwell told it straight. He 

said that we must think of an Aus-

tralianist Revolution against those of 
wealth and power – against the anti 

Australians, the traitor class. 

Frank Anstey would call a spade a 

spade and a parasite a parasite. We 
want our country back. We want all 

of it: we want our identity, our inde-
pendence our freedom; we want 

power and wealth in the hands of the 
productive classes. 

KRudd raised the spectre of fascism. 

No, it’s Jack Lang’s faith, not fascism 

for us. It’s the Australian people’s 
movement like in the 1930’s against 

the banksters and the bludgers, a 
movement of national redemption – 

for regime change! 

We are as a genie let out of its bot-

tle. Our cause has waited a long time 
for an opportunity, to become a lot 

more than a mealy mouthed party of 
protest, or an isolated fraction. 

As the writer Victor Hugo said: 

“Mightier than the tread of marching 

armies is the power of an idea whose 
time has come.” 
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            The Eight Core Policies Of Australia First A Programme 

And A Method 
Whatever will benefit Australia, that we are for; whatever will harm Australia, that we are against. William Lane 
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Immigration mistakes can be big long term 
mistakes. Immigration policy must take into  
account social cohesion, employment opportu-
nities, urbanisation and environmental issues 
 
5 Abolish Multiculturalism 
 
End the divisive, government funded and insti-
tutionalised policy of multiculturalism. 
 
6  Introduce Citizen's Initiated Referenda 
 
Amend the Australian Constitution such that 
the people can initiate a constitutional referen-
dum which, if approved by the Australian peo-
ple, will amend the Australian Constitution. 
This simple step will confirm the political au-
thority of voters and make legislators aware 
that they are the servants of the Australian 
People, not their masters. The people directly 
should also possess the sovereign right and 
the power to initiate other legislation 
 
7. Strengthen the family 
 
Promote policies that strengthen and protect 
the traditional family. 
 
8  Strive to Rebuild A United Australia 
 
Promote policies that recognise the interde-
pendence of city and country. 
 

9  Democratise Other Policy Issues  
 

All other policies (non-core policies) are mat-
ters of free conscience and are not binding 
upon Australia First’s future parliamentarians  
or councillors who are to represent their elec-
torates.  
 
Issues of public interest on which Australia 
First needs to formulate policy will be can-
vassed with the party membership and plebi-
scites conducted where deemed appropriate 
by the party’s National Council. The party also 
permits branches to formulate specific elec-
toral policies or community policies not incon-
sistent with the Eight Core Policies. 
 

From time to time, the party will issue materi-
al that provides interpretation of the core poli-
cies. This interpretative material would reflect 
the spirit of the party. 
 
The organizational purpose for this statement 
of policy and system for policy creation is sim-
ple: Australia First does not require weighty 
tomes, which change from month to month, 
as do the programmes of  the Establishment 
parties and those who ape them. It requires a 
focus for action and for unity within the party. 
 
Australia First is to build a new national move-
ment. Practicality is method. 

ralia First policy development and 
activism. 

 
These groups are: the tertiary stu-

dents, the new unemployed and 
other unemployed,  and truckies. 

While the party will recruit from 

wherever it can, it will focus re-
sources accordingly to obtain the 

best result. Constructing a party is 
a rational process, even in the pre-

sent fluid circumstances. It is time 
all rallied for action! 

___________________________ 
 

Bunny Brown Con’d from p. 2 
 

Most of all right now we need to 
have our demands fought for by a 

fighting organization. I am abso-
lutely dedicated to seeing ALDODA 

become that organization. 

 

 

The eight core policies of Australia First are 
the basis of association for the party. They 
are (with explanations and the implied ninth 
point) as follows: 
 
1 Ensure Australia Retains Full Independence 
 
Protect our sovereignty (national, constitu-
tional and personal) and maintain an ade-
quate defence, whilst being reasonable and 
fair in our nation's international dealings. 
 
2 Rebuild Australian Manufacturing Industries 
 
This is the only way we can be self sufficient. 
It will provide jobs for our children, and help 
buy back the farm and allow Australia to be 
free of foreign debts. Our infrastructure has 
been run down over many years - it must be 
rebuilt. We must improve the practicality and 
relevance of our educational systems, and 
target government support for industry to di-
versify, innovate, perform and expand. We 
recognise that small business is fundamental 
to this policy. A satisfactory financial environ-
ment is also urgent and essential. 
 
3 Control Foreign Ownership 
 
Bring foreign ownership and investment back 
under control. 
 
4 Reduce and Limit Immigration 

The ANZAC Declaration: 
Australia First Party And New Zea-

land Nationalist Alliance: 
Declaration Of Common Interests 

And Future Relations 
April 25 2008 

 

 

 The Australia First Party  is interest-
ed, not so much in websites, but more 

in building sites. So it is in the new 
economic crisis period being present-

ed to us. Why say that? 
 

The party intends to campaign in the 

community, directly at universities, 
workplaces, dole lines and at truck 

stops. The party seeks to become a 
visible entity, a possession of the Aus-

tralian People, as they re-assert their 
sovereignty in their own land. 

 
Accordingly, as the party slides to-

wards the numbers for its federal reg-

istration , the management committee 
has called a national conference for 

June 6-7 in Sydney. 
 

The national conference will adopt a 
general line on the present economic 

and political crisis and then adopt a 
political resolution that will govern its 

conduct.  
 

An expanded version of the article on 
the political-economic crisis on page 

three of this paper, appears at: 

http://ausfirst.alphalink.com.au/
crisis.html 

 
This item expresses the general sen-

timent of Australia First. We can see 
our opportunity to move forward. 

 
The national conference will bring  

nationalists together from across the 

country for two days of speeches, 
debates and workshops. 

 
The political resolution now being dis-

cussed inside the party, locates inter-
est groups for the attention of Aust- 

CLASSIC AUSSIE TEXTS 
BY FRANK ANSTEY, MP 
 

The Kingdom Of Shylock and The 

Money Power explained the rise of 
finance capital in the early 20th 

Century. What is money? How is it 
created by private banks? What 

was the nationalist alternative? 
 

Go to the Nationalist Archive at 
www.alphalink.com.au/~radnat  

___________________________ 
 

AUSTRALIAN IDENTITY 
 

“By the term Australian we mean 
not just those who were merely 

born in Australia. All white men 
who come to these shores with a 

clean record and who leave behind 
the memory of the class distinc-

tions and religious differences of 
the Old World, all men who place 

the happiness of their adopted 

land before imperialism, are Aus-
tralian.” 

 
BULLETIN magazine, July 2 1887. 


